AT-A-GLANCE COMPARISON:

Traditional MSSP vs Red Canary
Not all security partners are equal. Use this comparison chart to understand key differences
between Red Canary and traditional Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs).

Traditional MSSPs

Red Canary

Red Canary Value

Technical Support

Limited technical support often
staffed by junior IT analysts
and engineers

Dedicated incident handlers
with expertise in security
engineering, analysis, and
incident response

Gain peace of mind with
reliable assistance from an
advanced security team

Threat Detection
Coverage

Relies on traditional indicators
to identify and prioritize
potential threats

Analyzes endpoint telemetry
using multiple techniques
and technologies designed to
maximize coverage against
MITRE ATT&CKTM

Broader detection coverage
that does not rely on the
presence of easily changed
indicators or behaviors

Triage & Analysis

Events are forwarded to the
customer, resulting in all triage
being handled by customer

Red Canary Cyber Incident
Response Team (CIRT)
performs full investigations of
every potential threat

Save time spent on analyzing
false positives

Threat Notifications

Alerts include indicators and
host information and can be
very difficult to interpret

Threat detections break down
vital information like behavior
observations, user/endpoint
info, and detailed threat
progression timelines

Quickly understand the threat
before making a response
decision

Threat Remediation

Customers take detections,
investigate the validity, and
respond using normal
response tools and processes

Includes tooling to enable
surgical response, in addition
to automation for endpoint
containment and remediation
via Exec

Cut down mean time to
respond (MTTR) to minutes—
easily containing threats with
a few clicks or via automation

Integrations

Technology frequently lacks
integration points with internal
tools

Built on an open API and
designed to plug into an
organization’s SIEM, workflow,
and SecOps tools

Maximize your team’s
efficiency by easily integrating
into pre-existing workflows

Commitment

Typically manage dozens of
products and offer many
different services

Custom-built solution
leveraging high-value data,
proven process, and deep
security expertise

Rely on extensive expertise
from a partner that is 100%
focused on helping you defend
against modern threats

See the difference for yourself. Schedule a demo today.
redcanary.com/demo

